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Update News’ ’con retires. Meeting
set to
discuss
firings
By Kevin Yuen
Daily Staff Writer

Megan Kung / Daily Staff
Bob Reynolds, an Update News television producer, watches the monitors in the Update News control room on his last day of work Friday. He is retiring after working
at San lose State University for more than 40 years.

Bob Reynolds signs off: A 43-year career comes to a close
By Kenneth Seli
Daily Staffriter
Hours before the final Fall semester installment of "Update News," the San Jose
State University student-produced television news broadcast show, producer Bob
Reynolds can usually be found manning the
dimly lit control room to make sure the live
show will flow smoothly.
Pre-show rituals complete with system

checks on audio and visual equipment and
friendly quips fired between Reynolds and the
rest of his control room staff are watched by
various onlookers who have crowded around
to experience the end of an era.
Since the 1960s, around the time "Update
News" was transformed front its predecessor,
the "Campus Report," Reynolds said he has
worked to make sure he students of SJSU
broadcast journalism have a quality platform
front which to display their talents.

Rock bands jam
for book program
By Amaya Wiegert
Daily Staff Writer
Hardcore metal Music is often associated with head -banging, heavy guitar rift; mosh pits and long hair but, on Friday
night, the music was all about books as six hardcore bands got
together at The Cave in San Jose for a "Books to Baghdad"
benefit concert, which raised money to ship university-level
books to Iraq.
"I think it’s good bands get involved with helping the COMmunity," said Taylor Young, the lead singer of the Salinasbased band Maria, one of the bands at the concert.
"They do have a voice.... It’s a way to spread that people
need help in other countries," Young said,
More than 150 adolescents of high school and college age
attendedihe.coneeit; which also featured the bands Clifton,
Lifelong Tragedy, Silence Within, These Days and Shades of
Eden.
Hostile Takeover was originally scheduled to play but left
the venue early after a dancing concertgoer accidentally kicked
a band member.
Melia and the other bands were invited to play by Jihad
Rabah, a student at San Jose State University who recently
started a record label called Twelve Gage Records,
Rabah, a freshman computer science Major, said the idea to
throw the concert came about because of a couple of reasons.
"Me and my friend were having a talk after the (November presidential) election," Rabah said. "We weren’t too happy
with the results,"
see BOOKS, _page 4

"(Reynolds) was the guy we all turned to,
to say, ’How can we put this together so it
doesn’t look like a student project (but) looks
like a professional learning project?" said
Bob Rucker, associate professor of broadcast
journalism. "In other words, it has the elements of what professionals do everyday."
Rucker said Reynolds is the type of person with a high enough skill level in his craft
that he could have made millions of dollars
as a director in network news, but he chose

SJPD chief
set to speak
about fasting
for Ramadan
By Monica Lauer
Daily Staff Writer
San Jose State University alumnus and San
Jose Police Department Chief Robert Davis
will speak today about his experience fasting as
a non -Muslim during Islam’s holy month of Ramadan as part of a panel discussion.
The lecture will take place in the auditorium
in the Engineering building from l230 Rim to
2""p.m.
In 2003, Davis, who is a Mormon, pledged to
7,000 Bay Area Muslims that he would observe
Ramadan, Islam’s holy month of fasting from
sunrise to sunset, this year.
He kept his word and fasted during Ramadan from Oct. 15 to Nos% 13. Davis broke the
fast with a different Muslim family each bight.
According to the Encyclopedia Britarinica,
Ramadan is the ninth month of the Islamic
calendar. Islam follows a lunar calendar, meaning each month begins with the sighting of the
new moon.
Because the lunar calendar is about 11 days
shorter than the modem, or solar, calendar used
see RAMADAN, page 4

to teach his craft instead.
Reynolds, who has worked in the industry to broadcast Olympic games and newscasts, said he was on the television crew
that filmed the 1982 college football game
between Cal and Stanford University that
ended with "The Play," where Cal scored
the game-winning touchdown on a kickoff wading through the Cardinal marching
see REYNOLDS, page 4

The African American Faculty and Staff Association will have a meeting with interim President Don
Kassing on Dec. 13 to discuss the future of the university and the current state of minority employment
on campus.
This announcement comes after about 120 sat dents, faculty and concerned cormnunity members
silently marched to Kassing’s office in Tower Hall on
Nov. 17 to deliver petitions demanding an explanation
of a minority faculty member’s departure.
"Generally we feel very positive that the president is
open-minded and respectful of these requests to have
these issues reviewed," said Professor Steven Millner,
chair of the African American studies department.
The association is also concerned with getting answers about the retention of faculty and staff who are
interested in the future of all students, especially of underrepresented groups.
Millner said he remains optimistic the president
will give thoughtful consideration to the issues at
hand.
"The president has a well deserved reputation for
serious deliberations of matters of importance," he
said
Kassing added that the topics raised by the association and its petitions are definitely legitimate problems
for him.
"That’s an important representation group, the African American Faculty and Staff Association," Kassing said. "We’re looking to have a real constructive
conversation."
Minuet, who has voiced his disapproval with the
low percentage of minority tenure-track faculty members in the past, said he hopes the meeting quells the
association’s concerns.
He said he also has full confidence the president
places importance on their questions.
"An interim president has the full power while he is
appointed," Millner said, "He has support of the chancellor, We assume that he has the confidence of the
university and (the) administration."
African American Faculty and Staff Association
student liaison Elgrie Hurd III said while he thinks
the discussion will cover much ground, lie does not
want to speculate too much.
"What we plan and what will happen, well see,"
Hurd said. "We want to be real precise in what we ask
him."

Wheelchair
basketball tourney
held on campus
By Yasuyo Nagata
Daily Staff Writer
Wheelchairs violently bump into each other
and fell over, but athletes swiftly get back up, turn
their wheels quickly, dribble the basketball and
sink a shot.
The 5th Annual Bill Duncan Wheelchair Basketball Tournament was held on Saturday and
Sunday at Spartan Complex,
A local wheelchair basketball team, the Golden
State Road Warriors, which was founded by Duncan, won all four games against the Long Beach
Flying Whcels--and !Akers, Rockford Chariots
from Illinois, and Alberta Northern Lights from
Canada.
A total of nine wheelchair basketball teams
participated in the tournament,
The Warriors final game on early Sunday
morning- against Alberta Northern Lights from
Canada WAS the toughest game, said Paul Jackson,
a head coach of the Warriors.
The Warriors were winning, but the score was
close with nearly three minutes left before the
game over,
However, the Warriors came away with the
victory, 75-60.
This annual tournament is also very important
for SJSU students who are taking the classes from
see WHEELCHAIR, page 8

Eliza Gutierrez / Daily Staff
Chuck Gill of the San Jose-based Golden State Road Warriors looks to pass the ball as Jordan McEachern of the
Alberta, Canada-based Northern Lights defends him on
Sunday, The Warriors defeated the Northern Lights, 80-75,
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BRUTALLY HONEST

o need o panic when shopping for the opposite sex
With Christmas coming up quicker than another resignation from the Bush ikciministration, males and females alike
must wage the annual battle of finding else perfect gift for their
companions.
What follows are some tips to help the genders hurdle some
of the obstacles they may face.
Merit
There are four rules men must follow in their pursuit of a
gift for their girlfriends.
Rule No. 1: Do not wait until the last minute to go Christtnas shopping. Going out on Dec. 23 does not cut it. There’ll
be a TOO of’ other guys that’ll have that same line of thinking,
and you’ll all have to suffer together as you wait in long lines.
Rule No. 2: Do not go shopping with your buddies. Go
alone.There’s nothing that screams "perverts" more than going
into Victoria’s Secret with two of your guy friends.
Rule No.3: I f you have to cetera woman’s clothing store, go
directly to someone that works there, Do not look around, do
not caress the clothing and do not make eye contact with other
shoppers. You have to act like you don’t want to be there. When
you talk to someone that works there, your opening line should

begin with, "I’m buying a Christmas gift for my girlfriend
I repeat, ask what size she wears. Do not think you’ll be slick
Rule No. 4: This is the most important rule. Do not buy by checking her closet and looking at the tags on her clothes.
your girlfriend ttnything based on what you think she’d like.
Different manufacturers have made it difficult for men by
having different sizing.
Women are very specific cteatures. They
A girl that wears a size 1 in one pair of jeans
know what they want.
may wear a size 3 in another pair.
You must go to the source directly. Ask her
A shirt for your buddy can hit within two
in
detail
what
she
wants.,
explain
to
sizes with females, no go.
"It’s the thought that .counts," does not apAlso, if you do purchase a nece of clothing
ply to your girlfriend. Make sure you don’t drop
for her and it doesn’t fit, there’s a good chance
the ball whets she unwraps her gift on ChristShe’ll ask you to go back with hereO return it.
mas day. You will either completely succeed or
I can write a list of 10,000 things I’d rather
outright fail.
do than go to Forever 21 on a Saturday afterLike my third grade teacher used to say,
noon, as Ace of Base plays over the loudspeakers
"’Almost’ only counts its hand grenades and
on a loop.
horseshoes."
On second thought, gift certificates are an
When you do inquire about what she wants,
LOTICH
KEN
if she says the word "clothes," do not panic
enticing option for a Christmas gift.
you’re not completely screwed.
First, keep rules No.2 and 3 in mind.
Women:
Make it easy on yourself. Ask where you cats purchase the
No matter how muds we deny it, we do need socks.
item, what color it should be and what size she wears. Request
It may not be what we want, but unless your boyfriend is a
complete cheapskate, he’s going to try his best to get what Ise
a photograph and/or sketch of the item in question.

Letter: G.E. enrollment ’loophole’ not unique to PeopleSoft
Dear editor,
I would just like to comment on a
Jmisconception that some of your readers might have gotten from the article
"Registration loophole may be fixed"
(Dec. 2).
The fact students currently cats add
upper division general education classes without completing all lower division
G.E. requirements is not because of a
problem with the software itself. In fact,
students have always had this "loophole
It is only because we have the new

PeopleSoft software that we can consider closing the loophole in the future. We
are still in else early stages of processing
detailed transfer credit equivalencies
something we couldn’t do at all
witls our previous software.
First we must refine the transfer
credit process and get lip to date on
transfer credit for students who were
admitted its the Fall of 2003 or later.
Then we will be able to use this data,
as well as data from SJSU classes, to determine when students have met the
lower division G.E. requirements.
In die meantime, I encourage stu-

dents to do what Gail Evans suggested
check out your own degree report
and see a counselor as soon as possible
if you discover that you are not receiving
the credit you think you should have.

Marilyn Radisch
Common Management Systems
Project
Student Administration Project
Manager

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, filculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available its the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
School of Are and Design
An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information, call the gallery office at 924:4330.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry Chapel. For more information, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
Comparative Religious Studies Program
"Ramadan Roundtable: Reflections on Islamic
Fasting" will take place from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Engineering building auditorium, room 189. For
more information, call Chris Jochim at 924-4463.
Financial Management Association
An ethics seminar will take place from 3 p.m. to
5 p.m. in the Almaden room of the Student Union.
For more information, call 674-1599.
Counseling Services
An anger management group will meet from 3:30 p.m.
to 5 p.m. in the Administration building, room 201.
For more information, call 924-5910.
San Jose State University Police Department
The deadline to enroll in Campus Emergency
Response Team Training is Jan. 3, 2005. Free training
will take place on Jan. 7, 14 and 21 from 8:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at the University Police Department. For
more information, call i.e. William Coker at
924-2173.

TUESDAY
SJSU Staff Artique
A multicultural craft show will take place from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on the ground floor of the Student Union.
For more information, call Ginny Smith at 924-5013.
School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. The
"’Tuesday Night Lecture Series" will take place from
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Art building, room 133. An art
reception for student galleries will take place in the
Art building. For more information, call the gallery
office at 924-4330.

Jewish Student Union
A Hanukkah House Party will take place from
11 ’a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Paseo de Cesar Chavez. For
more information, call Dylan at (510) 685-8564.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. "Faith
Formation" will take place from 5:45 p.m. to 6:45 p.m.
Both events will take place at the Catholic Campus
Ministry. For more information, call Father Mike
Carson at 938-1610.
School of Music
"The Listening Hour" concert series with solo and
chamber music will take place from 12:30 p.m. to
1:20 p.m. in the Music building Concert Hall. It will
feature music ensemble students from the string studio
of Ethan Filner. For more information, call the music
office at 924-4673.
Phi Alpha Theta History Honors Society
A meeting will take place at 3 p.m. in the Dudley
Moorhead Hall history office lounge. Non -history
majors are welcome. For tnore information, call Paul at
247-8973.

really wants On his own,
With males, it’s OK to think outside the box. Get creative.
You have to ask yourself the question, "What could house
that he would never ever buy on his own?"
When you answer tharquestion, you have your gift idea,
does he look like hell? You have
Look at your boyfriend
to try and fix that, because he won’t.
Yes, metrosexuals are cooling into prominence, but they are
only a small fraction of the male population.
Also think, does he really need another video game? Another DVD?
.
Males are really simple people. So simple, that sometimes
we forget what is important. As our female counterpart, we
need your help with balancing that.
We may not get what we want, but we want What we get.

Ken Lotich is the Spartan Daily managing editor.
"Brutally Honest" will return next semester.

ANOTHER SHADE OF GRAY

Feminism does not mean
labeling men as inferior
Despite the flag of equality that they wave, many so-called mation in my file and realized that I lived with my father, she
feminists are blatantly sexist toward men. Some of the same looked mss up and down and lamented, "011, you poor thing,
women whose blood boils at the characterization of mechanics, you must eat out a lot," as though expecting to see my ribs procarpentry, engineering and other technical disciplines as "men’s trude from inalnourishment.
work" have no qualms with perpetuating stereotypes that porOn the contrary, my dad is an excellent cook, and just like
tray men as being incapable of completing even the most basic every parent concerned with nutrition, Ise held me hostage at
household and child-care duties.
the dinner table until I finished every last carrot, beet or green
Mass media catering to women are filled with images and bean. Beyond that, he stayed up late preparing dishes for class
messages that glorify the supposedly inherent talent and love of potlucks, and always knew how to salvage my feeble attempts
women for all risings Betty Crocker, and mock men as drooling at baking.
oafs whose only domains are sports and power totals.
On another occasion, my best friend’s morn suggested that I
Take the Robitussin commercials with "Dr. Mons," for ex- tag along with them to shop for a dress for the junior prom, as
ample. Mom has been bed-ridden with the flu
if to imply that my dad would neither he thoughtful enough to want to share in my preparations
for several days and comes downstairs to find
that total anarchy has erupted. Dad is desperfor the big night, nor competent enough to offer
ately trying to dress himself for work but has
fashion advice.
burned a hole in the back of his suit because
Once again, my dad pushed the envelope
he is too domestically inept to use an iron, evof expected fatherly behavior and took me on a
ery room of else house is a disaster, and rise
weekend-long ball gown bonanza, scouring pracchildren, now fill from their breakfast of cold
tically every mall in the Bay Area to find the
pizza and ice cream, are about to catch the bus
perfect dress. What’s more, when I fell in love
to school clad in switn trunks and snorkeling
with one that was not available in my size, lie
brought it home and tailored it to fit me yeah,
gear in 30-degree weather.
Or what about the McDonald’s ad its
using a real sewing machine and everything. Sure,
which Mom Isas to leave town for a business
it was embarrassing when he pointed out that he
trip? She leaves specific instructions on how
needed to "take in the bust a lot more," as I was
CARLY RODEN
to reheat the week’s worth of pre-made meals
on the phone with my date, but I appreciated him
stacked in color-coded Tupperware, but Dad
nonetheless for playing a role in something that
dumbfounded by the complexity of a miwas important to inc.
crowave treats the kiddies to Happy Meals instead.
Of course, I saw iny dad engage in "more traditional" male
Perhaps else women who relate to these situations find a behavior, such as gawking when beautifill actresses were on TV
sense of power, self-worth or martyrdom in griping about !low and beating Isis chest like Cro-Magnon man when the 49ers
their husbands are helpless buffoons. But in reality, this reflects won the Super Bowl, but I also saw him hold my brother’s hand
nothing more than poor judgment ruts their parts for marrying and cry at my grandfather’s funeral.
such imbeciles in the first place.
A tnie feminist perspective should OW lismsim MOO Mid their
As someone who spent the bulk of her teenage years being abilities based on presumptions, generalized expectations and
raised by a single father, I can attest to both the unwarranted stereotypes, but rather embrace their limitless potential as peocriticisms they endure and their boundless devotion and skill ple and equals.
at parenting.
Past and present oppression of women is no excuse fix- hyOn countless occasions my father’s qualifications to raise pocrisy,. The goal of the women’s movement has never been one
children especially a daughter
were brought into ques- of proving gender superiority or domination. It has been one of
tion. Everyone from complete strangers to iny friends’ parents, equality and mutual respect, an,’ our words and actions should
and even my own mother at times, made comments inferring reflect that.
that my brother and I would somehow wind up handicapped
without a constant female influence.
In the sixths grade I was sick and needed to be picked up
Carly Roden is a Spartan Daily ropy edam:
from school. When the secretary looked at the contact inforMis is thefinal edition of’/Inother Shade of Gray"

Nigerian student Association
A general meeting will take place at 6 p.m. in the
Ohlone room of the Student Union. For more information, call 439-4607.

CREEP ON CAMPUS AIDA) CASSERLY

SJSU DotNet User Group
A monthly meeting about Microsoft software, including a raffle, will take place from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
Art building room 133. For more information, visit
http://www.cob.sjsu.edu/msdotnetug/
Victory Campus Ministries
"The Source’ will take place at 7 p.m. in Boccardo
Business Complex, room 123. Learn about the amazing destiny God has for your life, For more information, call Marla at (510) 368-8239.
San Jose State University Police Department
The deadline to enroll in Campus Emergency
Response Team Training is Jan. 3,2005. Free training
will take place on Jan. 7, 14 and 21 from 8:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. at the University Police Department. For
more information, call Lt. William Coker at
924-2173.
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Photos by Catherine Burmeister / Daily Staff
ABOVE: Senior dance major
Andrea Moody practices skating
at the ice rink created for the
holiday season in downtown
San Jose. This is her first
semester on the ice skating
team.
RIGHT: Snow falls on Ugonna,
left, and Jessica, center, on
Sunday at Christmas in the
Park in downtown San Jose.
The snow machines were
placed near the top of various
light posts,

During Finals
The Student Union will have
Extended Hours

DEC
13

8:00 am - 12 Midnight

Tuesday

14

8:00 am- 12 Midnight

Wednesday

15

800 am - 12 Midnight

Thursday

16

8:00 am - 12 Midnight

Friday

17

8:00 am - 5:00 pm

Monday
LEFT: To help warm up the
crowd, beverages, such as hot
chocolate and coffee, were for
sale at Christmas in the Park in
downtown San Jose on Sunday.

POSTALANNEe
)viw!Iopnt’ (pee.
123 0 San Carlos Street
San Jose, CA 95112
Tel, 400) 9188893
Fax:(4081975.0958

ABOVE:A variety of rides were available throughout downtown San
Jose on Sunday, A Ferris Wheel was decorated with wreaths next to
the San Jose Repertory Theatre,

50 I3/W COPIES
UPS/FedE.x/USPS
NOTARY
-PASSPORT PHOTOS

Other Services.
Mailbox Re01710.:0881ML Larninating, Binding, Key Oupertog
Greeting Cards. Office StigglieS, Internet Attess. Packing Supplies
*Vast..

sponsored by the

121 0 San Carlos Street
San Jose, CA 95112
nS3.13.dorSi.

Tel (400) 975 9881

Become an
Emergency Medical Technician
During your holiday break!!
Class starting Dec,17-Jan.13
WestMed College Call (408) 977.0723

Student Union, Inc. and Spartan Shops, Inc.

www union sjsu.edu
trp1113.12/11,1)31 I

www.spartonshops.com
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BOOKS I Bands play to raisefundsfOr ’Books to Baghdad’

And one, and two

continueclfrom pagel

Cara Bowyer / Daily Staff
Elysha Omoomy, a double major in advertising and photography participates in the Aerobicthon in the
Spartan Complex on Friday. The Aerobicthon included a variety of classes including kickboxing, cardio
funk and other various activities.

REYNOLDS I ‘He’s like a tough lover.’
continuedfrom page 1
band who rushed onto the field in a
premature victory celebration.
"He put it very bluntly," Rucker
said, "He said, ’I love this business and
I love teaching young people how to
do it and bring their talents out. To
have them shine. To have them literally wake up to the notion that this
could be beneficial to how they present their credentials in the future. To
plant that seed of hope."
Jerry Sandy, who was a student
stage manager at "Update News"
in the 1970s and currently works at
KGO, said he came back to watch
his friend and teacher in his last SJSU
broadcast at the helm.
Sandy, who helped produce the
original pilot of the "Love Connection" and "The Gong Show" and is
known by his friends as "Spartacus,"
said it was hard to see Update News
without Reynolds involved.
"It’s in his blood to (direct "Update
News")," Sandy said. "He’s leaving his
home. It’s extremely emotional."
With more than half an hour until the final "Update News" broadcast,
Reynolds said there is is rarely a break
in the show preparation where he and
the control room staff aren’t rushing
to get all the elements of the show
into place.
The control mom staff chuckle
and cavort over inside jokes and retirement jibes. The playful energy

follows into the broadcast newsroom
where Reynolds assures one of the anchors, Mary Baynes, that she will do
great on the show.
Reynolds is the center of attention
as he sits at the side of a T-shaped
table, telling the on -camera and behind -the -scenes personnel that the
layout of the show is complete with
various cues.
Tiffany Williams, a junior in
broadcast journalism who has worked
as a student anchor on "Update News,"
said she would miss how Reynolds is
able to reassure and guide nervous
students before their telecasts.
"Anytime I’ve had to do on-camera stuff, you can tell by looking at me
that I’m scared to death," Williams
said, "but he always comes on by and
says, ’You’re doing a great job, you’ll
do alright.’ I think it will be a lot different (without him)."
Reynolds said he could already feel
his absence at his post affecting "Update News."
"The hard part is knowing that
someone else will be here instead of
me," Reynolds said, "(but) for once I
can finally be sick on a Friday."
Reynolds returns to the control
room and once the telecast starts, the
jokes are silenced for Reynolds to utter audio cues for the production and
floor staff
Everything moves smoothly until
an audio snag throws off the tinting
of the show,

Reynolds leaves his seat and barks
commands at Isis crew to get everything back in line.
James Jones, who works in the
control room with Reynolds, said
Reynolds’ style is tough and effective.
"He’s like a tough lover," Jones
said. "He’ll let you know you screwed
up in a loving way."
Rucker said this was his way of demanding excellence from his students.
The telecast ended with a tribute
to Reynolds, including warm wishes
from "Update News" alumni Damien
Trujillo of NBC -I.1 and Valerie Coleman of CNN, both of whom have been
mentored by Reynolds, and black -and white footage of Reynolds with long
hair and a handlebar mustache.
Reynolds continues to stay tense
until the very last second of the telecast is over, despite the control room
camera pulling him into the center
shot of the broadcast.
"It probably won’t hit me until I
drive home," Reynolds said.
The denizens of the packed control room erupt in applause for the
completion of his last show.
Reynolds stands up, holds up Ins
hands and reflects upon a question
asked by one of his friends.
"I’m not a poet," Reynolds said.
"Storyteller, maybe. Philosopher,
maybe but not a poet. Just remember what I said earlier love your
enemies, make them crazy and do the
hard work first."

elsewhere, Ramadan usually falls on a
different date each year, according to
the encyclopedia.
"The gesture that he made to the
Muslim community by deciding to
do this was certainly an effort to find
common ground," said Dina Medina,
project coordinator for the lediation
Center at San Jose State I iniversity
Medina reacted on a personal level to the announcement of Davis’ actions.
"What he did was just amazing.
When I heard it just as a person it was
like, ’wow that is the most powerful
thing,’" Medina said.
Abdul Awadalla, a member oldie
Muslim Student Association at SjSI I,
said she looks forward to learning
about Davis’ experiences and finding
out how he felt, and what motivated
him to participate in the fast.
"It was actually very good that he
fasted because it showed not only unerance, but his willingness to connect
with a community that feels it has
been rejected post-September 11,"
Awadalla said.
Awadalla, also a junior business
management major, said he would
love to hear about what it was like to
break the fast with about a total of 30
different Muslim families.
"He stepped past that biased stereotype of fearing ’Muslims and tried
his- beSt to connect." Awadalla said,

13artend!
Earn

"By this experience, he will help build
true tolerance, and acceptance between Muslims and non -Muslims."
Davis will be introduced by Imam
Tahir Anwar of the South Bay Islamic
Association.
Anwar will deliver an introduc-

"He stepped past that
biased stereotype of
fearing Muslims
and tried his best to
connect."
Abdul Awadalla,
student
non about fasting and Ramadan will
be before Davis shares his experience,
said Chris Jochi oh, professor of comparative religious studies.
One female and one male tnember of the Muslim Students Associ a ion will also take part in the panel
.ind share their Ramadan experiences,
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Chris Farris,
guitarist
Germain Salazar, guitarist for
Shades of Eden, agreed.
"We were pretty much available
so we decided to do it," Salazar said.
"(Rabah)’s a good guy."
Chris Farris, a guitarist for the Salinas -based band Silence Within, said
that Isis band was added onto the concert list at the last minute.
"It’s pretty cool playing for a charity event," he said. "This is (our) first
one."
Rabah said he wouldn’t have an official count of bow much money was
made at the concert until today.
The Cave, which was hosting the

Registration for
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concert as a venue, rents out part of
a church called The Father’s House
in San Jose on Friday and Saturday
nights, said Todd Schuster, producer
for The Cave.
Schuster said the venue, which is
about a month old, sometimes intermixes secular bands with Christian
bands and provides kids with a safe
place to hang out,
’It’s somewhat of a ministry,"
Schuster said.
The "Books to Baghdad" books
will be shipped to Jacksonville State
University in Alabama from where
they will be shipped with other books
being sent by Safaa Al-Hamdani, a
professor of biology at the university
who is also tied to the project, said
Roth, the history professor.
Originally, the books were going to be sent to Iraq via the U.S.
State Department’s Denton Program,
which uses military jets to send humanitarian aide on a space-available
basis, Rods said.
Because of the ongoing war, however, space has not been available,
Roth said.
He said professors and students in
Iraq are studying and working under
conditions that are almost unimaginable to people.
"They’re coming out of a war and
a dictatorship and they’re building an
educational system," Roth said. "Our
students and faculty can give them the
tools to help them do this job."
Roth did not attend the concert
but said he was thrilled and touched
that Rabah, whom he had never met,
was organizing it.
"I’m very impressed with Jihad,"
Roth said. "People sometimes talk
about this younger generation and
bow they’re not interested in helping others. When something like this
happens, it really shows there’s a lot of
good feeling out there, a lot of willingness to help others."
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Medina said. The two members had
not been confirmed by Sunday, Medina said.
After all of the panel members
have spoken, the discussion will be
opened up to the audience.
Jochitn and five religious studies
professors sent a letter to Davis, inviting him to share his experience with
the campus comnmnity because they
were impressed with Davis’ actions,
Jochim said.
"We wanted to have it as soon as
we could after the month of Rama
dan ended and while the experience
was still fresh in his mind and the
other panelists minds’ who are going to share their experience too," Jo chim said.
Davis has been a police officer in
San Jose since 1980.
He graduated front sjsu with a
degree in English and earned his master’s degree in public administration
front Goklen Gate I lniversity in Sass
Francisco. Davis is also a graduate of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s
National Academy.
The "Ramadan Roundtable: Reflection on Islamic Fasting," is sponsored by the Muslim Students Association, Student Life Center, Conflict
and Common Ground, Mosaic Cross
Cultural Center and comparative religious studies.
The Mosaic Cross Cultural Center
will provide free refreshments at the
event for those who attend,
lib?,

to shows a lot and attends Abraham
Lincoln High School in San Jose.
, Vertilus said the fact the bands
were playing to raise money to send
books to Iraq was "bitchie."
Jebus Ortiz, a bass player for
Shades of Eden out of San Jose, said
the concert was a good thing to do because most bands don’t get paid much
at shows, if they get paid at all.
’It’s good for all the money the
bands are supposed to get to go to a
good cause," Ortiz said.

Enroll in a
W1NTERSESSION
Class on
January 3 and
Be Finished
before the end of
the month!

RAMADAN I Alumnus will share experiences offasting
continuedfrom page 1

Rabah said his friend, Rebecca
Flores, also an SJSU student, encouraged him to raise Money and do
whatever he could to help out with
the war in Iraq.
Rabalt said he came across an article in the Spartan Daily about associate history Professor Jonathan Roth’s
pot project, "Books to Baghdad."
Roth said the project has received
41 boxes of donated university-level
books that will be shipped to Iraq for
use at university libraries,
"It stood out pretty well for me
that I could do something to help,"
Rabah said, "So I put together a show
with about six of my favorite hardcore bands."
Rabah said Roth needs about $600
to ship the books.
"Hopefully we can raise that from
the show," he said.
The show also featured a raffle
with prizes, including vinyl records,
T-shirts, compact discs and stickers,
all donated by various record labels.
Rabah said he advertised the concert via fliers, the Internet and wordof-mouth.
Kim Sandoval, a resident of San
Jose who came to see Shades of Eden,
said she saw a bulletin for the concert
on a Web site.
"Hardcore and metal-core this
music has a certain appeal," Sandoval
said. "If this music is going to benefit
others, more power to it,"
Tasha Rossi, a junior at Archbishop Mitty High School in San Jose,
said she thought the concert was a
good idea.
"Not a lot of people do that around
here," Rossi said, "Lately, shows have
beets doing a lot of charity events."
Some people at the concert weren’t
initially aware the show’s proceeds
would go toward a charitable cause.
"I just came for the bands," said
Lynette Vertilus, who said she goes
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The Donnas will perform
with Inspect Her Padget and
Tragedy Andy at 9 p.m. on
Tuesday at Zoe Night Club.
For more information call
971-6647.

A first listen to Neil Young’s greatest hits 16 -song collection, sung in
that legendary childlike voice, can
mesmerize you into depression, remind you of your neighbor’s wailing
cat, give your taste buds that feeling
they get when know something tangy
is coming their way and, at the same
time, hint at an underlying unidentifiable emotion starting to grow.

REVIEW
Young’s "Greatest Hits" collection
is certainly not meant for those who
like their music served in the McDonald’s-fast-takeout fashion. The first
two tracks, "Down by the River" and
"Cowgirl in the Sand," together add
up to 20 minutes.
The lyrics take up a minimal
amount of time and Young uses the
rest of the time to showcase his celebrated mastery of the electric guitar.
The sound is best listened to using a state-of-the-art sound system
because it is primarily a DVD-stereo sound. Young’s disdain of compact discs is legendary, and he only
agreed to release the greatest hits on
the DVD-stereo system after listening
to it, according to Reprise Records,
The improved sound may explain
why he released the greatest hits despite the fact all but five of the songs
appear on his decade album released
in 1977.
The collection favors Young’s earlier works and seems to ignore his work
after 1992. This gives the impression
that Young as an artist that faded in
the early 1990s. But if you listen to his
fans, is clearly not true.
However, die-hard fans may feel

Los Lobos will perform with
others at 9 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday at The Fillmore.
Tickets are $30 and are available
by calling Ticketmaster at
998-TIXS.
The Hives will perform with
The Bronx and The Deadly
Snakes at 8 p.m. on Saturday
at The Warfield. Tickets are
$20 and are available by calling
Ticketmaster at 998-1’IXS,
Slayer will perform with
others at 7 p.m. on Dec. 14 at
The Warfield. Tickets are $30
and are available by calling
Ticketmaster at 998-TIXS.
Torn Jones will perform at
8 p.m. on Dec. 15 and 16 and
9 p.m. on Dec. 17 and 18 at
The Fillmore. Tickets are $55
and are available by calling
Ticketmaster at 998-TIXS.

The 10th /Muria! ilrtique will
take place from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Tuesday and Wednesday on
the main level of the Student
Union. Staff members will be
displaying their arts and crafts.

By Stacey Ruesch
Daily Staff Writer
Kevin Bacon has the depressing,
tortured -soul act down pat
In the movie "The Woodsman,"
Bacon plays a man released from prison after serving 12 years for child molestation. Bacon’s character Walter
is living in a small, dank apartment
across the street from an elementary
school and has a job working at a lumberyard, where he keeps to himself.

Narita Alas/Never Again, an
exhibit featuring art that reflects
Argentina’s "dirty war" from
1976-83, will continue its run
until Dec. 17 in the Art
building. For more information,
call 924-4723,

REVIEW

Comedy
Jamie Kennedy will perform at
8 p.m. and 10 p.m. on Friday,’
7 p.m. and 9 p.m. on Saturday
and 7 p.m. on Sunday at the
mprov. Tickets range from $18
to $22. For more information,
call 280-7475.

lam
Spike and Mike i Sick and
Twisted Festival ophtimation, a
film festival featuring "a
collection of bizarre,
shocking and disturbingly
,
grotesque animated shorts," will
’
continue its run at Camera 12
Cinemas until Jan. 13, 2005. For
more information, call
998-3300.
PerformingAth
,
.

Bacon does an excellent job of portraying a man struggling with his inner demons in this case, an obsession with pre-teen girls. Bacon goes
through the entire 87 minutes of the
film with a permanent grimace on his
face, only breaking into a smile when
he strikes up a conversation with a 12 year -old girl at a park.
"The Woodsman" is a dark, depressing movie that makes one realize
how difficult everyday life can be for
someone fighting an obsession or addiction, No matter where Walter goes,
children are all around bin:.
They are on the playground of the
elementary school across the street
from his apartment, on the bus as he
rides to work and at the mall, where
he goes to test his will and strength
and fails miserably.
This movie moves atong slowly,
documenting Walter’s struggles to regain a normal life. When his therapist
asks what Walter means by "normal,"
he explains that he wants to be aisle to
be around little girls without thinking
lustful thoughts about them.
The tone of this movie is drab,
dreary and drawn-out, and is conveyed
effectively through the flat lighting,
depressing string instrumental music
in the background and lack of color.
The mood fits the topic of the film,
however, because one would not expect a movie about a child molest-
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"Live at the Greek"
Artist: Josh Groban
Label: Reprise Records
Running Time:
CD 39 min.,43 sec.
DVD DO min.
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cert recording. Listening to the CD, as
opposed to viewing the DVD, it is easy
to sense how little difference there is
between this live performance and
Groban’s studio albums. It’s hard to
say if that speaks to Groban’s talent or
those of the production crew.
Groban has always had strong musicians accompanying loin and this concert is full of bright arrangements and
charismatic backup performers, including violinist Lucia Micarelli, who
plays a version of "Nocturne/Bohemian
Rhapsody" Bela Fleck makes an appearance for the song VUla Luce Del
Sole," as well.
Also included on the DVD are the
song "Believe," featured in the film
"The Polar Express," and a short behind-the-scenes documentary of Groban’s 2004 summer tour.
The eight-song CD from the same
performance mainly covers songs front
"Closer," and features only one song,
"Canto Alla Vita," from Groban’s first
album.
It seems odd that the CD would
only include eight of the 17 tracks performed at the concert, especially considering the quality, of the entire set
every song is performed to Groban’s
fullest capacity.
While the DVD is the stronger
portion of the set, the CD is what will
travel in the car or Discman for easy,
portable audio of Groban’s mellow, yet
vibrant, baritone.
Likely, the plan was for this set to
come out in time for Christmas purchases, which was a smart move
with the thousands of Groban fans,
this set will be a hot buy this season.
And it’s no surprise because Groban has gained a following for a reason
(or three): He is a likable young man
with strong vocal sensibilities, and
with his boyish charms, he has connected with the potent combination of
soccer moms and adolescent females
across the country.
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Daily Copy Editor
another politthe "godfather
Photo court esy of Reprise Records !cal message
of grunge"
in
Released this past Tuesday, Josh
"Ohio,"
with
bands
which
re- Groban’s new compact disc/DVD set,
like Nirvana attesting he influenced ferred to the four students killed by the "Live at the Greek," is essentially an
them, has finally sold out to cash in on National Guard at Kent State Univer- updated version of his previous live
sity Ohio, on May 4)1970, while pro- DVD, combining songs front Groban’s
the holiday buying craze.
But whatever his reason for releas- testing Nixon’s sending of troops into debut self-titled album and second aling this album now, it is a great buy Cambodia,
bum, "Closer," along with previously
for the holidays, especially if you are
He also had social messages with unrecorded tracks, including a cover of
tired of listening to the same holiday songs like "The Needle and the Dam- Paul Simon’s "America."
songs sung over and over by whichever age Done," which addressed drug
artist happens to be broke before the abuse, and "Rockin’ the Free World,
holidays.
which talked about various social ills
The reason Young’s music, and es- from junkie mothers to homelessness.
Groban is a popular classical/
pecially this album, works for the holYoung’s album does not leave out operatic vocalist who gained notoriiday is most people tend to celebrate those who like to feel chronically sad ety after a guest spot on the television
with their families and therefore, dif- with songs like "Helpless," record- show "Ally
McBeal" a few years back,
ferent multigeneratiorral music tastes ed with David Crosby, Stephen Stills and who already has four CDs and two
are trapped in the same space at the and Graham Nash, and "Old Man," live DVDs under his belt.
same time.
a sad tale about a lonely young man
This particular set includes a DVD
This album has something for ev- who lives alone in a paradise and who, of Groban’s entire 110-minute perforeryone, including those who like music just like an old man, needs someone to mance at the Greek Theater in Los
with political messages.
love him.
; Angeles this past summer. The DVD
Young’s "Southern Man," an almost
Ultimately, when you have listened , opens with a panoramic shot of the
six-minute rendition, was a comment to the album three times or so, if you filled -to -capacity theater, audience
on the South and slavery. Southern manage to take the "they don’t make members screaming and twirling difmusic like they used to" graciously and ferent colored glow sticks.
swallow your "thank heavens," you
Judging from this DVD, Groban’s
may identify the emotion you feel un- concerts are filled with bright colors and
derneath the surface: awe in the face of high energy He enters from the dark,
creative genius.
wearing a casual suit with a half-buttoned dress shirt, and later changes into
a casual maroon sweater and slacks, He
"Greatest Hits"
appears comfortable and relaxed in front
of the crazed audience as he belts out
I Artist: Neil Young
Italian words that few of us can interpret
er dealing with his past to be bright, I Label: Reprise Records
and talks briefly between songs.
I,,,Running
Time:
76
min.
cheers, and happy
The set is well-produced forts con"The Woodsman" has a strong supporting cast that helps move the plot
along but doesn’t distract from Bacon’s
troubled character. Benjamin Brett
("Traffic") plays Walter’s brother-inlaw, and checks in on Walter frequently to make sure he’s behaving himself.
Bratt’s smiling, happy-go-lucky character is a stark contrast to Walter, who
is reminded with Brates visits that his
life sucks even more because his sister
refuses to see him and won’t let him
see his niece,
Mos Def ("Monster’s Ball") plays
a local cop who is also keeping a suspicious eye on Walter, especially after a child is attacked near his apartment. Def delivers a strong, vehement
monologue to Walter, telling him exactly what he thinks of him for what
he did, reaffirming to Walter that he
is truly the lowest scum on earth for
what he feels for little girls.
Kyra Sedgwick ("Montana") plays
Vickie, Walter’s co-worker at the lumberyard. Site is a strong, confident
woman who doesn’t take anything
from anyone. Vicky is intrigued by
Walter’s nice-guy demeanor but senses
he has a dark secret, and proceeds to
seduce him.
This is a good movie for viewers who enjoy dark but thought-provoking films, and don’t mind leaving
the theater not knowing exactly what
the main character’s future holds. For
people who would rather spend their
hard-earned money on Si film that will
make them laugh and leave them feeling content and pleased, save your cash
and skip "The Woodsman."

Depressing ’Woodsman’
leaves viewers hanging

Art

TheotrgWorkx,.1 , theatre
company in Mountain View,
will hold open auditions for its
2005-06 season from Jan. 10 to
17, 2005. All roles are paid and
auditions are open to anyone.
For more information, call

on new live album

By Ruth C. VVamuyu
Daily Staff Writer

Everdear will perform with
Michael Tolcher at 8 p.m. on
Wednesday at The Fillmore.
Tickets are 825 and are available
by calling Ticketmaster at
998-TIXS.

Ballet San Jose Silicon Valley
Presents "The Nutcracker" will
run from Dec. 16 to Dec. 26 at
the Center for the Performing
Arts. Tickets range from $22 to
$68. For more information, call
288-2800.
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Spartans beat Ca Stanford to win Go
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By Amber Sheldon
Special to the Daily
The San Jose State University ice hockey
club defeated long-time rivals Stanford University and Cal Berkeley to win the ninth annual Pennysaver Gold Rush Tournament over
the weekend.
’
Cal won the tournament last year and SJSU
was able to regain possession of the trophy in
crowd -pleasing fashion.
During Friday’s semifinal match against
Stanford, with just 10 seconds left in the game,
SJSU forward Jon Barney leapt from the penalty box and raced up the farside boards to join
the offensive rush.
Spartan captain Ray Kellam threw the
puck across the ice to Barney, heading toward
the Stanford net and with 2.2 seconds remaining on the clock Barney ripped the puck
home,
The wailing submarine dive horn that signals a Spartan goal was barely audible over the
resulting roar of a 650-plus crowd packed into
the north rink at Logitech Ice Center.
Barney’s tally was not a game-tying goal or
even the game-winning goal. It was lucky No.
13 in a 13-1 decision over the Cardinal.
"I did feel an emotional charge from the
crowd because it’s always good to see Barney
get a goal as a fan favorite," Kellam said.
The other semifinal match found the UC
Davis Aggies posting a surprising 4-1 upset
over the defending Gold Rush Champions at
Berkeley Iceland.
SJSU forward Mason Nave was surprised
by the Aggies defeating the Golden Bears in
their own barn.
"Cal’s a tougher team to play," Nave said. "I
don’t know how they lost last night’s game to
Davis because Cal’s a much better team."
On Saturday night, the crowd was expecting UC Davis skaters to step out of the visitors’
locker room, but it was the Golden Bears that
took to the ice for a second chance to defend
their title during the championship round, as
the Aggies were unable to make the trip to
San Jose.
The Spartans did not intend to suffer the
pain of allowing Cal to take the trophy back
to Berkeley.
SJSU dominated the first period, outshooting the Golden Bears 22-7 and notching
three goals as Spartan netminder Ryan Lowe
remained perfect between the pipes.
At 7:25 of the contest, freshman forward
Tommy Lee put the Spartans on the board
by tucking the puck between Cal goalie Brad
Buss’s skate and the nearside goal post.
Two minutes later the Golden Bears
thought they had evened the score at 1-1,
but the referee waved off the game-tying tally because the Spartan net had slipped off the

moorings.
With 7:08 left to play in the first period, Cal
forward Sean Hari was called for interference.
Less than a minute into SJSU’s powerp laic
Nave fed the puck to Spartan point leader Sears
Scarbrough stationed in the slot. Scarinough
connected with the one -timer to give the Spartans a 2-0 lead.
Forward Kelly Spain would provide another
insurance tally at 14:55 as he was able to knock
in his own rebound from the bottom of the
nearside face-off circle.
The second period started off promising
for the SJSU squad as Nave threaded the Cal
defense, forced their goaltender to drop with
a quick juke and then easily flipped the puck
into the cage for Spartans’ fourth goal.
However, the tide would turn in favor of the
visiting team as Cal took advantage of a wideopen net when Lowe left the crease to play the
puck, which bounced onto the tape of a Cal
skater posted out front.
Spartan head coach Ron Glasow said his
team had surrendered a few bad goals, which
changed the momentum of the game.
"With Cal’s first goal our goalie was caught
out of the net and that gave them some light,"
Glasow said. "If that hadn’t had happened (the
score) probably wouldn’t have been that close,
but they just got a few good breaks."
A reinvigorated Cal team pulled within two
as they registered their second goal on a breakaway at 14:45.
But SJSU would regain their three-goal lead
when a shot deflected off the chest of forward
Chris Lee and into the Cal cage. The Golden
Bears would adamantly dispute the goal, but
the referee stood firm on the call.
Just 10 seconds after the center ice face-off,
Cal beat Lowe with a slap shot from the far
point to bring the score to 5-3 prior to the final frame.
Less than five minutes into the third period, the Golden Bears connected with their
19th shot and broke the Spartans’ lead to a single goal for the first time that night.
With 11:59 left to play in the game, SJSU
defenseman Logan Martinez’s shot slid just
over the goal line to give the Spartans much
needed insurance with his first goal of the season.
The Golden Bears’ point leader Amir Moazeni wasn’t about to let the Spartans rest easy as
his hard shot from the nearside boards hit the
outside twine to bring his team back to within
one goal.
Cal fought hard to tie the game, but Lowe
shut down the Golden Bears’ offensive onslaught with solid backstopping.
The final tally came courtesy of Spartan
veteran forward and former Palmer College
skater Adam Dekeyrel, as his one-timer from
the top of the slot found the back of the net to
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Don Hockwater / Daily Stall
San Jose State University center Chris Lee, No. 22, battles for the puck with a Cal player in front of the Cal goalie during the Spartans’ 7-5 victory Saturday. SJSU won the Championship of the Gold Rush Tournament,
secure a 7-5 SIR’ Gold Rush Tournament victory and return the trophy to San Jose.
Kellam said, winning the trophy was the
irain goal far the team.
"I’ve been looking forward to this weekend
for a long time. I’ve been dying to get the trophy back," Kellam said.
Coach Glasow said he was still shaking long
after the final horn sounded and the center ice
trophy ceremony and celebration had come to
an end.
"It was a really tough game because Cal
is a great competitor," Glasow said. "It’s better to win a game like that than blow somebody out."
Opening Round
The SJSU men’s hockey club registered 20
goals in two nights. with 13 of those coming at
the expense of an undermanned Stanford Uni-

versity club.
Early in the match the Cardinal were
awarded a four-minute power play at 9:09 of
the first period sifter Spartan forward Lonny
Lovins was assessed a two-minute crosschecking penalty and subsequently slapped with an
additional two -minutes for unsportsmanlike
conduct.
With 2:36 left to kill on the four-minute
penalty, Kellam netted a short-handed goal
to put the Spartans on the board with assists
from line mate Scarbrough and defensernan
Paul Fuller.
SJSU struck again when forward Kelly Spain misted a shot over the outstretched
glove of Stanford netminder John Straigis at
13:44.
With 2:10 remaining, Spain tallied his second goal of the night and Scarbrough added
one more tally to boost the Spartan lead to 40 just 20 seconds before the end of’ the open-

ing stanza.
At the start of middle frame, Stanford was
called for goalie interference providing SJSU
with their first power play.
SJSU made quick work of the man -advantage when rookie Jeff Mattern notched his first
goal of the season.
With their 30th shot, ten times more than
what the Cardinal could muster, Spain was
awarded the hat trick as the puck slipped past
Straigis’s left pad and over the goal line.
On the very next shot Straigis faced, Nave
scored to bump the Spartan lead to 7-0.
At the opening of the final stanza, goaltender Joe Best was hit with a crosschecking infraction, which would be served by SJSU blue liner Trevor Lee.
With 37 seconds remaining on Stanford’s
see HOCKEY, page 7

Last-second shot sinks
women’s basketball team
By Sara Spivey
Daily Staff Writer
With a half second left in the Spartan women’s basketball game against
Santa Clara University on Friday
at the Event Center, Bronco guard
Kayla Huss sank a game-winning 3 point shot from half court, bringing
the score to 75-72. Santa Clara (2-3)
would go on to defeat San Jose State
University (3-2), 75-74.
The Broncos’ bench went wild after Huss’ shot, drawing a technical
foul when celebrating players came
onto the floor.
San Jose State University senior
forward Lamisha Augustine sank both
technical foul shots, adding two points
to the Spartans’ score, but it would not
be enough to win the game.
SJSU head coach Janice Richard
called her final timeout with a half
second still left on the clock, but when
the Spartans returned to the court, junior guard Anetero Uiagaleilei’s long
shot attempt went out of bounds.
Senior guard Erica McGlaston said
she thought Huss’ winning shot was
one of skill, not of luck, but one the
Spartans were not expecting.
"There were so few seconds left
on the shot clock, and we didn’t think
they had enough seconds to dribble
the ball all the way," McGlaston said.
Uiagaleilei had tied Friday’s game
at the Event Center 72-72 with a 3pointer of her own with six seconds
left on the clock.
"In hindsight, if I called that timeout after we scored that three and gave
us a chance to set up our defense, then
we pushed them, forced them in the
back, they perhaps (would) not (have
gotten) a last chance shot like that,"

Richard said.
With Santa Clara’s shooters averaging 40 percent from the 3 -point range,
Richard said the Spartans changed up
their defensive strategy to force the
Broncos to pass the ball inside.
She said the Spartans reached their
goal of keeping the Broncos under five
3 -pointers, but at the expense of giving
up points from inside.
For the first 10 minutes of the
game, the Spartans kept Santa Clara
from scoring a 3 -pointer, but with 10:
14 left in the first half, Bronco guard
Ashley Graham hit a 3 -pointer and
sparked a 15-0 Broncos run.
The Broncos would finish the half
with a 38-30 lead,
Although SJSU nipped at Santa
Clara’s heels throughout the entire
second half, the Spartans trailed the
Broncos by at least two points until
the last six seconds.
With 12:44 left in the second
half the Spartans brought the score
to within two points with a 6-0 run,
but the Broncos immediately went on
their own 6-0 run, making the score
62-54.
"Our problem was that we kept
trading baskets with them and that’s
what killed us," McGlaston said. "We
scored, but then we would let them
score so it didn’t do us any good."
The Spartans relaxed a little in the
last seconds because they thought they
had the game, said senior center Nica
Gemo, but she said after this loss the
Spartans are going to "play tough."
"We’re going to play until the last
second so this doesn’t happen again,"
she said.
Although SJSU lost to Santa Clara,
the Spartans scored a season -high 74
points.

Shaininder Dulai / Daily Staff’
San Jose State University guard Erica McGlaston defends Santa Clara
University guard Ashley Graham near half court on Friday at the Event
Center. The 75-74 loss drops the Spartans’ record to 3-2. SJSU hosts UC
Davis at 5:30 p.m. on Tuesday at the Event Center.
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Chinese Cuisine
FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Stecbann Cuisine
I .0 firIs and Pinner
Open Daily closed Sunday

Ilos 1.aneb to Go
raming Available
We do deliver lo "Esplanade"

Michael McFadden
S,JSU guard

294,3303 or 998-9427

There’s a new gym in loon called fit 4 a
a fitness center for women
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FACULTY: Self-Service access v1/4111 be granted to faculty
members in January. No training is requiredi
STAFF: Check tt’re MySJSLI home page for information on
access and training.
More information is available for students, faculty and staff
on the MySJSU Help page. Functionality is also available via
the non-portal login.
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Located at:
Seared a Career bi:qb 20 pointy, in the
Spartans’ 6 9-50 victory over Cal Pay
San Luis Obispo on Saturday.

We accept: VISA MC AMEX CIS
ri)(n0=

STUDENTS: Log in to tvlySJSU after December 10 to see
the new My Messages functionality. Your instructors, as elI
as staff from administrative offices (Financial Aid, Records,
etc.), can now send you cntical intonation via messages
inside People Soft

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street
(

6158BollingetRiSaninte,Ca 95119
408425445
Ionleniboatliats isaginottfilluxoni

httpemysjsu edu
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Spartans best Ca .Poly. 69-50 Chandler scores 27
By Kevin Yuen
Daily Ste’ Writer.
After whittling down a 16-point lead in the first
half to six points, the Spartans men’s basketball team
exploded out of the second half and never looked back,
eventually beating Cal Poly San Luis Obispo 69-50 on
Saturday’.
The Mustangs made the first basket of the match,
leading for, the last time in the game.
. Spartan guard Michael MeFadden scored a careerbest Of 20 points off the bench and. forward Marquin
Chandler matched his career-high of 27 points as the
Spartan offense dominated the Mustangs, scoring 43
points in the second half against a zone defense that
had given the Spartans problems in the past,
McFadden said not letting the Mustangs within
single digits of the Spartans in the second half made
the lead more comfortable.
"It makes the opposing team think that tHey don’t
have a chance," he said. "It takes the momentum away
from the opposing team and also coming out in the second half and playing a lot harder."
The Spartans went for a 16-0 run in the first half; to
make the score 16-2. However, the half ended with the
Mustangs hot at the Spartans’ heels 26-20.
"The team had a little bit of a letdown," said Spartan head coach Phil Johnson. "We kept doing the same
thing. We got a little impatient offensively."
Mustangs head coach Kevin Bromley said he was
glad that his team was able to stay in the game at the
half.
"They way it started out, we could have been down
18, 19,20," he said.
As the second half began, the Mustangs threw up
a zone defense, which had been effective against the
Spartans in the past.

"I was afraid when they went to it,", Johnson said.
"The first couple possessions we weren’t very productive against it. It looked like something that might cut
into our lead."
Though initially the zone stopped a couple Spartan
drives, they eventually found a way to attack, sinking 4
handful of
,leW".sretniop-3
we got them taking a couple shots out of
rhythm early," Bromley said. "So they didn’t attack as
much out of it, but as good teams do, they got a little
rhythm and got a few threes against it, and obviously
we had to go back to man (on man defense)."
Jolinwn added that he thought it was funny , since
the Mustangs have not shown any zone this season.
"I’m sure after watching the Santa Clara (University) game and the (University of the) Pacific game, they
said we better zone these guys up and sure enough they
did in the second half,"
Johnson said the team had been working on attacking the zone defense the past few days.
"I think it showed tonight," he said.
Center Matt Misko and forward Alex Elam ran into
foul trouble late in the game.
"I thought they got some big guys, and Misko and
Elam were put at a disadvantage and that’s when they
foul," Johnson said.
Bromley said Chandler was the player that they
concentrated on stopping.
"He was our nemesis going into the game," Bromley
said, "I know we didn’t really have anyone at that caliber to match up."
Johnson said he is aware of Chandler’s ability, but
the Spartans will need to beef up other areas of their
game if they want to keep winning.
"Teams are going to start playing him harder," he
said. "We’re going to need more weapons. Fortunately
tonight we had (McFadden) as a second weapon."

Robert Spading / Daily Staff
Senior San Jose State University guard Michael McFadden looks to pass during
the Spartans 69-50 win over Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. McFadden scored a career
high 20 points.
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EARN EXTRA INCOME SSW
FT/PT. No experience necessary. Flexible Around Schedule
1-800-896-0720
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
Salary + Free Rm & Transport.
www.angelaconsulting.com
Great Exp. & Resume Builder
Call Peter 301-530-0976

EMPLOYMENT

CATAPULT LEARNING IS HIRING!
Join one of the leading education companies in the world
& help San Jose students
improve their Reading skills.
Email your resume to
NoCal.jobs@educate.com.
WHAT IS THE JOB?
Tutor small groups of elementary & middle school students
using scripted lessons &
Catapult Learning materials.
Will assess students & analyze
students’ work. Will communicate with parents & teachers
WORK in the mum INDUSTRY regarding each students’ progress. Will assist with program
Navarre Entertainment Media
is seeking a creative, enthusi- management & attend occaastic, self-motivated person to sional staff meetings.
be a College Music Marketing WHAT ELSE do I NEED to KNOW?
Teaching certificate or work
Representative. You must
toward a state credential is prebe currently enrolled in colferred. Experience in K-12 edulege full or part-time, with
cation is a must. Ability to teach
at least one year of school
English Language Learners
remaining. Perks include flexand/or fluency in Spanish is
ible hours (8-10 per week),
preferred. High energy level &
exposure to cool new music,
flexibility needed. Belief that all
free concert tickets to our
kids can learn & positive outpriority artists, and the opporlook are essential.
tunity to earn college credit
This is an after school prowhile clubbing. Drawbacks
include low pay ($50/weeleno gram within the Alum Rock
School District. Tutors will
taxes). Check out OUT webwork approximately 6-8 hrs/
site for the types of music
wk.
Paid training is provided.
we sell, www.navarre,com.
Compensation is $20 plus/hour.
Contact Anna-Mario Ganje at
aganje@navarre.com for more
Information or to submit your
WORK STUDY: TUTORS
resume.
NEEDED Grades 6-9 in Local
Schools. All Subjts. 8am-3pm
Days Flexible, St 0/hr
UPS SEASONAL Fit HELPERS
Work 1-2 weeks I or some extra kelly.mogilefskyOsccoe.org
Earn
$8.25/hr
X-mas cash.
FITNESS/DANCE/LANGUAGE
assisting drivers with delivery
INSTRUCTOR needed. Perfect
of packages. Must be able to
work Monday-Friday. 9am-5pm for Student. $20-$25/hr. Find
(sometimes until 8pm). Must be out how you can also receive
University Credit for this Job.
able to lift up to 70 lbs. Apply
Fax resume to 408-971-4761
today @ www.upsjobs.com
or
call 408-971-4760
Click on Sunnyvale or Menlo
Park,
TEACHER: PRIMARY PLUS
seeking PT afterschool teachDELI HELP: $10/HR. M-F.
10am to 2:30pm. Apply: 152 N. ers working with students ages
Hours are 2130-6:00pm
4-14.
3rd Street
M-F. Also seeking substitute
which offer flexible
teachers
SWIM TEACHERS: Year.
schedules. Exp. a must. Call
round program, indbor pool.
x0X16 or fax
Cathy
244-1968
a
Experience with children
must. Teaching experience not resume to 248-7433
required. AM/PM/WE shifts
available. Email resume to
sdavls@avac,us
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop & kennel. P/T, Tues-Sat.
MuSt be reliable, honest, able
to do physical work. Prefer exp
working w/ dogs, but will train,
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
Fax resume to 408-377-0109
or Call 371-9115
DRIVERS, SCHOOL BUSMultiple Positions. Oak Grove
Schl Dist. $15.84/hr. Must be
capable of driving all types of
District transportation vehicles.
Must submit copy of valid
CA Dr. Lie, & CA School But
Driver’s Cert. W/Application. Call
Barbara in Human Resources,
6578 Santa Teresa Blvd, San
Jose. CA 95119, 1408)227-8300
X280. Open Until Filled,

PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
Counselors for after-school
outreach programs. Facilitate
curriculum based activities.
Bilingual a plus. 10.15hr/wk. $10/hr,
Visit www.girlscoutsofscc.org
for info. Send cover letter 8 res:
Marisa Cidre, Girl Scouts of Santa
Clara County, 1310 S. Bascom
Ave., San Jose, CA 95128 or FAX
(408) 287-8025 or mcidre@
girlscoutsofscc.org, ANEOE
TEACHERS, SUBS &
RECREATION LEADERS
ENJOY working with kids?
Join the team at Small World
Schools, get great experience
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
AGES 5-12 years In our before
and after school recreation
programs. SMALL WORLD
SCHOOLS offers competitive
pay, health benefits for 30+ hrs,
excellent training & a fun work
environment. We can often
offer flex, hrs. around your
school schedule. This is a great
job for both men and women.
Call 408-283-9200 X 10 or fax
resume to 408-283-9201

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby malls
private events 8 country clubs.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
money. Call 408-867-7275.

PT MERCHANDISER: Are
you seeking a part time job
and available on Friday afternoons? We are seeking a PT
Merchandiser to service magazines in Rite Aid stores. Retail
exp. preferred; must have
strong Interpersonal skills &
emailfinternet access; be able
to work independently & in a
team environment. Please call
1-800 328 3967 5267
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
WORK DURING WINTER BREAK WORLD FINANCIAL GROUP
Excellent career opportunity In the mortgage industry.
HIGH STARTING PAY
Lucrative commission splits. No
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
licence required. Free on-line
Confine part-time in Spring
training, classroom training &
Internships possible
mentoring program for all assoAll majors may apply
ciates. FT & PT positions availScholarships awarded
able. Contact Michael Gorse @
annually
(408) 623-4212 to schedule an
Some conditions apply
Gain valuable experience in interview.
sales/customer service
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS
No experience necessary
Pa instructors, Elem. schools.
Training provided
Degree/Cred. NOT required.
Oppty for teaching exp Need car.
CALL 615-1500 9 am - 5 pm
www.worktorstudents.comisisu VM 408-287-41705408 EOE/AAE

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
Perfect for Students!
Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or
van. Heavy lifting is required.
408-292-7876

ROOMMATE for Person with
A Disability: Hope Services is
hiring roommates for persons
with developmental disabilities
In San Jose. Qualified applicants will have a California
driver’s license, automobile
insurance, a clean DMV record,
WINTER BREAK WORK!
and a car. Professional or
$14.50 to START
personal experience working
1-6 Wk Program,
with someone with a disability
Continue PT Spring
is a plus. The ability to work
All Majors
Independently, exercising
Apply NOW
good judgement and decision.
Start After Exams,
making skills is essential. The
Call: 408-436-9336
Roommate’s major doty into
FunStudentWork.com
be available in the home from
8 p.m. to 9 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
to assist the individual in the
LOS ALTOS GRILL
event of an emergency. During
LOS ALTOS VILLAGE
233 3RD STREET LOS ALTOS, CA these hours, the roommate
Now Accepting applications for receives an hourly wage. The
SERVERSBARTENDERS
roommate pays rent but Is
compensated for services proFRONT DOOR
,
APPLY IN PERSON 233 3rd vided. We are looking for applicants who will be roommates to
Street@San Antonio
Monday-Friday 2:00pm-4:00pm female clients.
We are also looking for
or by appt. 650.948.3524
COMPANIONS. Companions
do not live In the client’s home,
RECREATION JOBS AT THE but work part time, providing
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
daily living skills training for
REC DEPT. Positions Open
clients. The pay Is $12/hour.
Now For Leaders. Afterschool Please visit our web site at
Elem, Sch. Age Child Care
www.hopeservices.org to learn
Recreation/Enrichment
more about HOPE. To apply,
Programs. Pa, MF 26:15pm
please call Shideh (408) 282-0485
Pay Range: $7.83-$11.32/hour or email her @ SShahvarlan
starting depending on exp. No rPhopeservices.org E0E/AA
ECE units req. Call Kathy

408-354-8700X245

EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Healthy females ages 18-31
Donate to infertile couples
some of the many eggs your
body_ disposes monthly.
COMPENSATION $5,000
Call Reproductive Solutions now
818-832-1494

SHARED HOUSING
FEMALE ROOMMATE: Non Smoker, 3 BD/2 BA Home.
Safe & Quiet Area. 1 ER to Lt.
Rail. $425/mo utilities included
$300 Dep. 408-265-6381

RENTAL HOUSING
MOVE IN BONUS! S899-5950/
MO. 2 EID/2FULL BA & 2 BD/
IBA APTS. WILL WORK With
YOU on the DEPOSIT. 2 BLKS
from SJSU. PARKING! CATS
OKI W/D, Water/Trash Paid.
Great Roommate Floor Plan!
Well Managed Student Bldg
CALL NOW! 408-378-1409
2 BDRM/2 BATH Alma@Vine
Includes W/D. $1050/mo +
Dep. Call (408) 569-3844
DUPLEX FOR RENT-526
E, San Salvador/11th, Walk
to School. 1 BD 1 BA Upper
Unit, Quiet View, Garage,
Yard. S795/mo. W.D.R. Water,
Trash, Gardener-PD. No pet.
Applications at sign. 264-0871
or wwwbobbassorjp.com

2 BLKS TO SJSU: 2BD/1BA PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
Spotless. Nice carpets. Prking. Call BIRTHRIGHT 458.041-8444
Laundry. 51000/mo, 559-1356 or 800.550.4900 Free/Confidential.
$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SJSU INTERNATIONAL
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your group’s time
HOUSE
For American and International PLUS our free (yes, free)
Students.
fundraising solutions EQUALS
Fun and Friendly Environment $100042000 In earnings
5 minute walk to campus
for your group. Call TODAY
Wireless Internet
for a $450 bonus when you
Well-equipped kitchen
schedule your non-sales fundComputer and Study rooms
raiser with CampusFundraiser.
2 pianos and game rooms
Contact CampusFundraiser
Laundry facilities Parking
(888) 923-3238, or visit
Call 924-6570 or stop by for www.campusfundraiseroom
a tour. Check our website
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
www.sjsu.edu/depts/ihouse
Earn 515-5125 & inure per survey.
360S. 11th Street (between
www.paidonlinesurveys.com
San Carlos & San Salvador)
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
Occludes
cosmetic) $59.00 per year
DECORATOR APT-UNIQUE
Save 30%-60. For into call.
Spanish Revival Charm. We
1-800-655-3225
or
are looking for a long term.
www.studentdental.com or
financially responsible person
www.goldenwestdental.com
who is clean, quiet & sober. 1
bedroom with den, hardwood
floors. This SF style flat has
a yard plus private front &
rear entrances. $850+/-. 551553 So, 6th St. LOOK, THEN
CAW 408-286-0596

’Clearly Print Your Ad Here

LARGE 1 BEIRM + APT
Remodeled Victorian. Close to
SJSU. Off St. Prking Lrge Yrd.
Jonathan 530 520-6140
ROOMS for RENT. Convenient
location, We are taking applications for rooms available on
So. 13th St. near Santa Clara
St. This is close to San Jose
State University near the heart
of San Jose. You’ll be within
walking distance to enjoying
many of the downtown shops
& restaurants. All rooms have
private entrances. Each room
offers a private full bath, individual air conditionaing & a
small refrigerator. Monthly parking passes may be available at
an additional cost. Street parking available. Coin opererated
laundry. No pets. Excellent
value @ $575/mo all util. paid.
No Deposit Required. Building
run by professional managers.
Reserve your room today Call
(408) 254-4500 or email
mortgages@statewidere coin.
First 5 qualified aps will receive
a free 3 month parking pass &
a free copy of their credit report

SERVICES
FREE BOOK on Past Lives,
Dreams & Soul Travel from
ECKANKAR. Call toll-free
recording 1-877-411-1800 or
visit www.eckankanorg/FreaBook

For National and Agency rates call 408.924.3277

eons for discount vacaliOns
or merchandise.
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Send check or money order to (Sorry, no credit cards) to:
FirSt line in bold for no otra charge el) Spartan Daily Classifieds, San Jose State University
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Tummy muscles
Flora and Make droplets
Forest browser
Wolfed down
Run rings around
Modern-day
usurer 12 wds.)
End-of-semester
exam
Mooring site
EtlZwclsl
Grants
Watched carefully
More peeved
Make absolutely
certain
Sheik’s robe
Identified
Fists, slangily
Mr. Umbaugh
Heaped
Bog material
Coffee add-in
Tendon
Luxury resort
Ski race on a
zigzag course
Roofing pieces
Gravy no-no
Hand warmers
DC sight
1066 loser
Tanned
Make wrinkles in
Poker stakes
Feeling
of listlessness
Meadow
Farmer’s need
Stopwatch button
impatient chuOk

1 Imprevise (hypta)
2 Folk hero
from Kentucky .

3-Line. Minimum

A line is3Ospaces, includ ng letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between words.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
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information.
additional
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these further contacts, they
should require complete Information before sending money
for goods or SerVICOS, lii addl.non, readers should carefully
Investigate all firms offering
employment listings or coo.
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PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your paper or dissertation.
Experienced, Efficient, Exact.
Familiar with APA & Chicago Styles.
ESL is a specialty. Grace@831252.1108 or Evagrace0aol.com
or www.gracenotesediting.com
EDITING BY PROFESSIONAL
Writer/Editor. Term papers,
theses, reports. 13 yrs business & technical exp. Accurate
& Efficient I also do resumes &
newsletters. 408-972-0319

FOR SALE
BEER-LIQUOR-SPORTS SIGNS
For Sale. Lighted, Neon,
Tin, Mirrors, Banners. Local
Pickup & Discounts Available,
San Jose Area. View items at
www.beerphernalia.com or Call
Rob @ 408-691-3647

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

1

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

Continuedfrom page 6
power play, the same Spartan special
teams trio that garnered the initial
shorthanded tally struck again, with
Scarbrough flipping the biscuit past a
shell-shocked Straigis.
The Cardinal was desperate us
avoid being blanked by the Spartans.
At 10;24 they finally managed to
solve Best with their 10th shot of the
night to spoil SJSU’s effort to earn
their first shutout of the season.
On the resulting power play Stanford almost doubled their score on
a breakaway, but Best managed to
quickly coast to block the shot.
"They got the pass across the middle, the guy one-timed it and I barely
got across to make the save to the corner," Best said.
As the final seconds ticked off the
clock the crowd chanted for Barney to
be released from the sin bin.
And in dramatic fashion fit for
game sevens of the NHL’s Stanley
Cup Finals or as a perfect ending to a
Hollywood blockbuster, Barney got his
goal two seconds before the buzzer.
"I’ll take ’em with one second left,"
Barney said.
The Spartans will continue fighting to remain one of top four teams in
the American Collegiate Hockey Association’s Division II West Region to
try and earn a berth into the National Championship scheduled for early
March 2005.

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied.
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper
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OWanted
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Closes securely
Deck out
Sigh of content
Ms. Hagen
of "The Other’
7 Ruler before

Galba

8 Wriat opposite
9 Increases
(2 wds.)
10 Famous volcano
11 Bede or Smith
12 Give out
sparingly
15 Insult
17 Fishing gear
21 Recolor
23 Decorate Os
24 Long distance
haulers
27 Turned back on
29 Small music
makers
30 Harvest
31 This, to Jose

32
33
34
36
39
41

Fly ball paths
Wool knot
Between ports
Jeans fabric
Sacred
Pastrami

purveyor

44 Feels Sorrow
46 Skin diver’s
gear (2 wds
492001, toOvid
51 Just for guys
53 Indiana hoopster
55 Raise high
56 Quick letters
57 Skulk around
58 CEO degrees
59 Osprey kin
60 Tiny particle
61 Secluded
65 TLC providers
66 St ong-scented
plant
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Eliza Gutierrez / Daily Staff
The Golden State Road Warriors huddle as a team following their victory over the Northern Lights of Alberta, Canada on
Sunday morning. The Warriors a re led by Coach Paul Jackson and are sponsored by the NBA Golden State Warriors.

WHEELCHAIR
continuedfrom page 1
Nancy Megginson, a professor
of department of kinesiology.
Every fall, students who are
taking Megginson’s classes set
up the annual tournament, and
on the actual tournament days,
they need to watch the game as
well as help run the tournament,
she said.
Duncan played wheelchair
basketball for a while after being
injured, said Julie Duncan, his
wife, who is also the manager and
scorekeeper for the Warriors.
One day, Duncan saw a man
who was wearing a wheelchair
basketball team T-shirt and he
told the man he used to play on
the team.
The man asked Duncan if
he wanted to make a new team,

I

Tourney held in honor of Warriors’founder

and that’s how Warriors started,
Julie said.
Duncan died in 2000, and
Julie said people want to keep
his memory alive for everything
he did for the Warriors.
Jackson has been coaching the Warriors for 27 years,
he said.
"Bill Duncan, the founder, tricked me into becoming a
coach," Jackson said.
Duncan said he needed a
coach for the basketball team,
and he told Jackson to take look
at the team. However, Jackson
said he didn’t know it was a
wheelchair basketball team.
Jackson said he went a gym
to take a look the team one day.
"There were two gyms and at
the first gym, I saw the all the athletes were on the (wheel)chairs,

and I thought, ’Oh, that’s nice,
but I’m in the wrong gym,’ and
I went to another gym there was
the jazzercise."
Jackson said he was very
confused, and sat down on a
bench for a while to think about
what was going on.
Finally, Duncan, who eventually regained the ability to
walk, showed up in a wheelchair
and told Jackson the wheelchair
basketball team is the one Jackson had to take a look at.
Being a coach of the wheelchair basketball team was a big
challenge for Jackson who was
still in early 20s, he said.
To understand wheelchair
basketball, Jackson said he rides
in a wheelchair to practice with
the team members.
Getting the perspective of

the athletes is the most important because they can’t jump up
to shoot the ball, Jackson said.
Jackson said he needs to
know wheelchair skills, and individual athletes’ injury levels
vary. Some athletes are paralyzed chest down and some
can’t use one or both their legs,
he said.
The Warriors meet two to
three times a week and they go
over defense, offense, shooting
and wheelchair skills.
The wheelchair basketball
follows NCAA rules and the
court size and goal height are
the all the same as professional
basketball, said Chuck Gill, a
Warriors player.
However, the difference is
the athletes can hold the ball
four seconds without dribbling

Wasn’t playing sports in my senior year in high se tool, I wanted to get into troub e."
However, he had a car accident when he was still 17 years
old, said Johnson, who is now 41
years old.
Johnson was willing to play
the Sports and he said he’s very
glad he found an opportunity to
play wheelchair basketball.
Gill, a Warriors player, said
through , wheelchair basketball,
he realized how he should manage his life.
Gill said he was a football
player before he had an injury to his spinal cord. After Gill
watched the world championship of wheelchair basketball,
Gill said he felt he wanted to
play on a team.
Huey Scott, 60, a former
Warrior, said he often conies to
watch the game how the current
team is doing.
Scott said when he saw the
wheelchair basketball for the
first time, "I didn’t think! would
make it in the wheelchair."
Wheelchair basketball made
Scott realize even if people became disabled, they can still do
something such as cross country or the overseas and to have
the game with different teams,
he said.
Julie Duncan, the manager,
said "Most of the people that
I talked to said good life didn’t
start until they had an accident.
When someone has an injury,
they go through the grieving,"
The athletes are often able to
be role models to the other people, especially young children,
Duncan said.
"I don’t go back to say ’If I
wasn’t in a chair this could happen or that could happen," Gill
said. "I don’t want to go back to
see what my life would have been
without a (wheel)chair."
Since the athletes are confined to a wheelchair, Lee Williamson, a Warriors player, said
the athletes need to obtain the
skills to manage both the ball
and wheelchair.
Sometimes the ball sticks in
between one wheelchair and another, and it’s sometimes difficult
to pick up, Williamson said.
"We watch other players do
it, and see how they manage, and
pick the balls," he said.

instead of regular basketball’s
rule of three seconds in the key,
Gill said.
When the players get the ball,
they have to pass after they turn
their wheels twice, said Peter
Sanchez, a Warriors player.
Sanchez, 43, has been playing
in the team since he was 17 years
old, he said.
After Sanchez lost one of his
legs due to osteosarcoma, a type
of bone cancer, at 14 years old,
he just stayed at home, but a social worker told him about the
wheelchair basketball, he said,
Sanchez said he joined the
Warriors the same year as Jackson joined the team as a coach.
Whenever the Warriors have
a game in San Jose, Jackson’s
mother, Hope Jackson, comes
and watches the game.
Hope said she still remembers when she met Sanchez
for the first time in New Jersey, where she lived before she
moved to San Jose.
"When he came to the New
Jersey, he was 19," Hope said.
"I’m very proud of how he started, He’s dedicated."
Since Hope goes to watch
games very often, she said
she feels much pleasure being
around the Warriors, who she
loves as much as her own son,
"Most of them call me ’Mama
Hope’," she said.
Even if Hope is sick, she still
comes to the game, Sanchez said.
"Mama Hope is very supportive
for the team."
Currently many athletes use
light wheelchairs, some of which
are made out of titanium, but
Sanchez said when he joined the
team, many athletes used to use
heavy stainless steel wheelchairs.
During the game, the wheelchairs often hit aggressively, so
the wheels are made out of carbon fiber, which doesn’t bend
easily, Sanchez said.
"In this sport, we get a lot of
injuries," he said.
Trooper Johnson, a Warrior, said
he broke his rib in the Paralympics
at Athens, Greece this year.
Johnson said this year was his
fourth time to participating in
the Paralympics in the wheelchair basketball.
Johnson said he used to play
various sports.
However, he said "When I

Megginson, a kinesiology
professor, said the ancients in
her lab classes actually ride’ in,
the wheelchairs and try to play
several sports such as basketball,
football, soccer and baseball, she
said.
Most students never see an
actual wheelchair sport until they watch the tournament,
she said,
Saturday’s game was the first
time for John Colendich, a senior kinesiology major, to watch
an actual game.
When Colendich played
wheelchair basketball in class, he
said it became very competitive,
but he said it wasn’t as aggressive
as the athletes’ game.
"I would be afraid of play with
these guys," Colendich said,
Colendich also said, "I’m
amazed the ball control they
have and the control of the
chair."
Another student, Mike Harris, a senior kinesiology major,
said this was the second time for
him to watch the tournament.
Harris said he was surprised
at the first tournament to see
even the athletes’ wheelchairs
turn over, how quickly the athletes get up.
"It’s a very physical gatne,
lie said. "They’re very highly
skilled."
Megginson said she’s glad
her students have an opportunity to experience to try and see
the sports.
The strength of the Warriors
is their great teamwork, which
won them all of their games in
the tournament, Johnson said.
"The core of the team has
been together so long," he said.
"We know what each other is
doing on the court."
However, Johnson, Jackson
and Sanchez all said the Warriors
need to improve their defense.
Even though the defense
needs work, "We’re the No.1
team in N \VBA division two,"
Williamson said.
The tournament is always
held on the first weekend of December at SJSLI, Duncan said.
"I’m proud of what my husband started what he accomplished," Julie Duncan said. "I’m
honored and proud of continue
this tradition."
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DATE: WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 8,2004
TIME: 7:30 PM
LOCATION: CAMERA 12
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: KSJS STUDIO RM 132
HUGH GILLIS HALL
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No other discounts apply.
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